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Growing mutual recognition
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Carbon leakage: 
not just trade in embodied carbon
 Increase in foreign emissions as a consequence of 

domestic regulations

 Important because GHGs are a global pollutant, 
but policies determined nationally
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Competitiveness channel

 Pricing carbon raises 
costs of producing 
goods at home, 
causing economic 
activity to shift abroad

– Production

– Investment

– Jobs

– Emissions
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Technology channel
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 Innovation induced by domestic climate 
policies lower costs of clean technology 
adoption abroad

 negative 
leakage!
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What unilateral 
policies can get at
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Addressing all channels of leakage

 Global carbon pricing

 “Common but differentiated responsibilities” raises 
issues with using trade for leverage on governments 
to adopt particular policies
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Addressing energy market leakage
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Remove 
fossil fuel
subsidies!



Addressing technology channel

 Support for clean R&D and innovation

 Support for clean technologies
– Leeway for subsidies?

 Intellectual property protection and 
diffusion

 Reduce barriers to trade
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Addressing Competitiveness
 Politically most important channel

 Leaky industries already the most disputed…
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EU EITE (Emissions-Intensive Trade-Exposed) 
Industry exposure to carbon leakage risk

Source: Marcu, A., Egenhofer, C., Roth, S., Stoefs,W. (2013). “Carbon Leakage: An overview”, Centre of European Policy Studies (CEPS) Special Report No. 79, 
December 2013. Based on: Directive 2009/28/EC of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and 
subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC, 5.6.2009, p.16-62.



Options for addressing 
competitiveness-related leakage

 Exempting susceptible sectors
– Lose all incentives for abatement there

– Doesn’t address costs from indirect emissions

 Sectoral agreements
– Give trade partners similar incentives

– Can’t do unilaterally

 Output-based rebating

 Border carbon adjustment
– Trade intervention to 

“level the playing field”
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Carbon pricing at Home

 Domestic firms reduce 
carbon intensity if more 
cost-effective than paying 
for carbon

 No (or less) incentive 
abroad
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Industry exempted 
from carbon pricing

Home industry

 No leakage but no reductions

Foreign industry

Playing
Field

Emissions
(unpriced)

Emissions
(unpriced)

Production costs
(traditional 

technologies)

Production costs
(traditional 

technologies)
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Output-based rebating (OBR)

 Carbon price drives abatement

 Free allocation offsets embodied carbon payments

 Consumer prices “too low” (inefficient)
– playing field not level for low-carbon substitute goods
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Border carbon adjustment (BCA)
for imports

 Levies a charge on imports
= (measure of carbon content) x (measure of carbon price) 

(for foreign product) (in implementing country)

 Domestic consumers pay for embodied carbon regardless of 
origin
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Tradeoffs 
between 
firm-specific 
measures and 
default 
measures?



Full BCA

 Domestic consumers pay for embodied carbon regardless of 
origin, and exporters relieved of embodied carbon charges
– Implements destination-based carbon pricing (like VAT)

 Challenges for WTO compliance, especially with a cap
– Export subsidies prohibited
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BCA with free allocation /
OBR / TPS

 Free allocation means low 
payments for embodied 
carbon

 Imports must be offered 
“like” treatment
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OBR / TPS with 
carbon consumption charge

 Benchmark allocation addresses leakage

 Carbon charge drives consumer response

 “behind-the-border adjustment” (Neuhoff et al. 2016)
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Behind-the-border adjustment
 Use free allocation to deal with competitiveness-

related leakage
– Output-based rebating to support production

 Price embodied carbon in all EITE products 
consumed domestically (Neuhoff et al. 2016)

– Levy consumption tax equal to rebate

– Improves incentives for consumers and levels the 
playing field for cleaner substitute products

– No discrimination

 As benchmarks get smaller, may need to phase 
toward BCA to address asymmetries in ambition



Carbon Leakage Estimates

 Empirical studies haven’t found much leakage 
– to date carbon prices have been low

– Free allocation schemes can cushion effects

 Modeling estimates of leakage mostly 5-30% 
– For economy-wide carbon pricing 

 Energy Modeling Forum (EMF) model comparison study for 
BCA (Energy Economics 34 Supplement 2) 

– But can range from –14 to +130%! 

– Sensitive to energy market assumptions, coalition size

– Higher for certain sectors
 Energy-intensive trade-exposed (EITE)
 See, e.g., Climate Strategies work on steel and cement
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• BCA is 
effective in 
reducing 
leakage (by 
38% on avg.)

• New trade 
theory 
suggests 
higher leakage 
rates

Leakage rates before and after BCA
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Cost savings from OBR and BCA: 
Coalition size matters
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Role of coalition size in OBR-BCA 
tradeoff

 BCA decreases coalition costs more than OBR
– Most effect through import adjustment; little through 

export rebate
 EU is net importer of embodied carbon

 Leakage problem declines as coalition grows 

 For smaller coalitions, OBR can be helpful, but for 
larger coalitions, the efficiency loss outweighs the 
benefits of avoided leakage



What do most jurisdictions do for industry?

 BC: corporate tax reduction
– Moving toward tax rebate for low emitters: CleanBC Industrial 

Incentive Program (CIIP)

 AB, Canada Federal Backstop: Output-based pricing system
– OBPS is a TPS with the carbon levy/tax as a price ceiling

 NZ: OBA 
– all manufacturing considered energy-intensive trade exposed (EITE)

 China: TPS for power sector; industry exempt (for now)

 RGGI: industry exempt

 California: OBA for EITE, BCA for electricity

 EU: free allocation (periodic updating)
– Moving toward limited CBAM

 US: discussing carbon tax with full BCA
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EU consultation results



Conclusion

 BCAs likely to be used in some form

 Trade folks think BCA will be challenged but 
upheld in WTO

 Questions on role in climate negotiations

 More likely to be accepted and less likely to be 
abused if some agreement (at least informal) on 
international norms



BCA design guidance



Other background reading
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